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Herman Bavinck’s Magnalia Dei (The Wonderful Works of God) 
Study Notes 
 
¨ CHAPTER 1: MAN’S HIGHEST GOOD 
 

Notes 1. Reflect on Bavinck’s opening statement: “God, and 
God alone, is man’s highest good.” 

2. Bavinck says this is generally true of all creation but 
especially of humanity because of the imago Dei. After 
the Fall there are “small remains” (BC, art. 14) “to 
testify of his former grandeur and to remind him 
continually of his Divine calling and heavenly destiny.” 
How does this apply in the way you evangelize your 
neighbors? What does this mean for your daily 
thoughts and choices? 

3. Man “is a creature who cannot be satisfied with what 
the whole corporeal world has to offer….With his feet 
planted firmly on the ground, he raised his head aloft 
and casts his eyes up in vertical look. He has knowledge 
of things that are visible and temporal, but he is also 
aware of things that are invisible and eternal.” What 
does this mean for you and your neighbors living in the 
most prosperous nation in human history? 

4. Bavinck distinguishes the animal creation from us. 
What makes us different? What implications does this 
statement have: “man’s thinking and knowing, 
although bound to his brain, are nevertheless in their 
essence quite entirely a spiritual activity?” What of his 
statement about what philosophers call “the true,” that 
“what he is really seeking for is not a tangible reality, but 
a spiritual truth…His understanding can find rest only 
in such an absolute Divine truth?” Finally, reflect on 
Bavinck’s statement that as our wills experience what 
philosophers call “the good” and “the beautiful,” that 
the will “can find its rest only in such a highest, 
absolute, Divine goodness.” 
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5. How does the biblical image of the “heart” relate to our 
minds and wills? What does Ecclesiastes 3:11 say about 
the heart, the desiderium aeternitatis, and what satisfies? 

6. What does Bavinck say of the relation of knowledge to 
the fear of God (Prov. 1:7)? How does science lead to 
disillusionment? Philosophy? Art? Culture/society? 

7. Bavinck concludes with a citation from the opening 
paragraph of Augustine’s Confessions: “You inspire us 
to take delight in praising you, for you have made us for 
yourself, and our hearts are restless until they rest in 
you.” (I.i.1) What does this mean for our highest good? 

8. He also alludes to Augustine’s statement that before his 
conversion, “I sought pleasures, exaltations, truths not 
in God himself but in his creations, which is to say, in 
myself and other things” (Confessions, I.xx.31). How 
can we see this all around us? How is this helpful in 
how we interact with the world? How is Bavinck’s 
statement helpful in this: “They seek Him and at the 
same time they flee Him. They have no interest in a 
knowledge of His ways, and yet they cannot do without 
Him. They feel themselves attracted to God and at the 
same time repelled by Him.” 

9. Reflect also on Blaise Pascal’s statement that in this 
“consists the greatness and the miserableness of man.” 

10. Finally, what does Bavinck mean in his final sentence: 
“Man is an enigma whose solution can be found only in 
God?” 

 

 


